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Avoiding an Organizational Growth Cap at Your Church
When I consider companies like Apple, Facebook, Google and Amazon, the one constant I think
of is change. Interestingly, after I typed that first sentence, I Googled “Most Innovative
Companies” and found Fast’s list for 2012. How close do you think I got to their list? See for
yourself HERE. But, don’t be impressed with my guesswork. You could have done the same
thing, because it’s obvious to us that these companies are all about change.
Then I think of churches I know…some of the most growing, Kingdom-impacting churches I know
are also the most innovative…the most open to continual change. I think of LifeChurch.tv, for
example. Not only have they impacted many with their vision for multi-site/video venues, but
they’ve also helped us discover or been a part of YouVersion and Open, a resource website for
churches and ministries. I also think of Andy Stanley’s North Point and how their version of
doing church and Andy’s preaching style has impacted so many others. Both LifeChurch and
North Point appear to be a culture of change. From what I read about their culture, change is
continually being introduced.
Let me be clear. I’m not advocating that either of the church models is the right one for every
church. Neither are they the exact right model for the church I pastor. I am interested in church
growth. I do like to see progress. I do want to avoid capping Kingdom growth.
I am suggesting that there may be something about growth we can learn from the two
examples…business and church. My personal experience, and watching other organizations
succeed, has led me to believe that there is something about continual change that produces
continual growth.
In fact, I wonder if:
The level of growth an organization can experience may be determined by its level of
tolerance or resistance to change.
I’m still processing that thought.
Read more from Ron here.
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